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A lthough geometrical representations of propositions in the thermo
dynamics of fluids are in general use, and have done good service
in disseminating clear notions in this science, yet they have by no
means received the extension in respect to variety and generality
of which they are capable. So far as regards a general graphical
method, which can exhibit at once all the thermodynamic properties
of a fluid concerned in reversible processes, and serve alike for the
demonstration of general theorems and the numerical solution of
particular problems, it is the general if not the universal practice to
use diagrams in which the rectilinear co-ordinates represent volume
and pressure. The object of this article is to call attention to certain
diagrams of different construction, which afford graphical methods co
extensive in their applications with that in ordinary use, and prefer
able to it in many cases in respect of distinctness or of convenience.

Quantities and Relations which are to be represented by the
Diagram.
We have to consider the following quantities:—
v, the volume,
^
p, the pressure,
t, the (absolute) temperature, of a given body in any state,
e, the energy,
ij, the entropy,
also W, the work done,
1 by the body in passing from one state
and
H, the heat received* J to another.
* Work spent upon the body is as usual to be considered as a negative quantity of
work done by the body, and heat given out by the body as a negative quantity of heat
received by it.
I t is taken for granted that the body has a uniform temperature throughout, and that
the pressure (or expansive force) has a uniform value both for all points in the body and
for all directions. This, it will be observed, will exclude irreversible processes, but will
not entirely exclude solids, although the condition of equal pressure in all directions
renders the case very limited, in which they come within the scope of the discussion.
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These are subject to the relations expressed by the following differential e q u a t i o n s d w = apdv>
(a)

de = /3dH
,

(b)
(c)

where
a and (3 are constants depending upon the units by which v,
W and H are measured. We may suppose our units so chosen that
a = l and /3 = l,f and write our equations in the simpler form,

de = d H -,
dW = pdv, (2)
Eliminating

d H —tdr\.
d aWnd dH, we have

(3)

de —tdr\—(4)
The quantities
v, p, t,e and rj are determined when the
body is given, and it may be permitted to call them functions of the
state o f the body. The state of a body, in the sense in which the
term is used in the thermodynamics of fluids, is capable of two inde
pendent variations, so that between the five quantities p, t, e and r\
there exist relations expressible by three finite equations, different in
general for different substances, but always such as to be in harmony
with the differential equation (4). This equation evidently signifies
that if e be expressed as function of v and , the partial differential
co-efficients of this function taken with respect to v and to r\ will be
equal to —
pnad to t respectively. J*
* Equation (a) may be derived from simple mechanical considerations. Equations (b)
and (c) may be considered as defining the energy and entropy of any state of the body,
or more strictly as defining the differentials de and drj. That functions of the state of
the body exist, the differentials of which satisfy these equations, may easily be deduced
from the first and second laws of thermodynamics. The term entropy, it will be
observed, is here used in accordance with the original suggestion of Clausius, and not
in the sense in which it has been employed by Professor Tait and others after his
suggestion. The same quantity has been called by Professor Rankine the
dynamicfunction. See Clausius, Mechcmische Warmetheorie, Abhnd. ix. § 14; or Pogg.
Ann., Bd. cxxv. (1865), p. 390; and Rankine, Phil. Trans., vol. 144, p. 126.
f For example, we may choose as the unit of volume, the cube of the unit of length,—
as the unit of pressure the unit of force acting upon the square of the unit of length,—
as the unit of work the unit of force acting through the unit of length,—and as the unit
of heat the thermal equivalent of the unit of work. The units of length and of force
would still be arbitrary as well as the unit of temperature.
\ An equation giving e in terms of y and v, or more generally any finite equation
between e, r\ and v for a definite quantity of any fluid, may be considered as the funda
mental thermodynamic equation of that fluid, as from it by aid of equations (2), (3) and
(4) may be derived all the thermodynamic properties of the fluid (so far as reversible
processes are concerned), viz. : the fundamental equation with equation (4) gives the
,p
three relations existing between v,
equations (2) and (3) give the work W and heat H for any change of state of the fluid.
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On the other hand W and H are not functions of the state of the
l>ody (or functions of any of the quantities
€ and rj), but are
determined by the whole series of states through which the body is
Miipposed to pass.

Fundamental Idea and General Properties of the Diagram.
Now if we associate a particular point in a plane with every separate
nlate, of which the body is capable, in any continuous manner, so that
Mtates differing infinitely little are associated with points which are
infinitely near to each other* the points associated with states of
equal volume will form lines, which may be called lines
equal
rolume, the different lines being distinguished by the numerical value
of the volume (as lines of volume 10, 20, 30, etc.). In the same way
wo may conceive of lines of equal
of equal
of
equale n e r g y ,and of equal
entropy. These lines we may also call
isometric,isopiestic, isothermal,
isody, isentropicf and if ne
sary use these words as substantives.
Suppose the body to change its state, the points associated with the
states through which the body passes will form a line, which we may
call the path of the body. The conception of a path must include
the idea of direction, to express the order in which the body passes
through the series of states. With every such change of state there
is connected in general a certain amount of work done,
and of heat
received;
H,which we may call the work and the heat of the
The value of these quantities may be calculated from equations (2)
and (3),

d W —pdv,
dH=tdrj,
i.e.,

W —f p d v (5)
H=ftdt)(6)

* The method usually employed in treatises on thermodynamics, in which the rect
angular co-ordinates of the point are made proportional to the volume and pressure of
the body, is a single example of such an association.
t These lines are usually known by the name given them by Rankine, adiabatic. If,
however, we follow the suggestion of Clausius and call that quantity entropy, which
Rankine called the thermodynamic function, it seems natural to go one step farther, and
call the lines in which this quantity has a constant value isentropic.
+ For the sake of brevity, it will be convenient to use language which attributes to
the diagram properties which belong to the associated states of the body. Thus it can
give rise to no ambiguity, if we speak of the volume or the temperature of a point in the
diagram, or of the work or heat of a line, instead of the volume or temperature of the
body in the state associated with the point, or the work done or the heat received by
the body in passing through the states associated with the points of the line. In like
manner also we may speak of the body moving along a line in the diagram, instead of
passing through the series of states represented by the line.
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the integration being carried on from the beginning to the end of the
path. If the direction of the path is reversed, W and H change their
signs, remaining the same in absolute value.
If the changes of state of the body form a cycle, i.e., if the final
state is the same as the initial, the path becomes a circuity and the
work done and heat received are equal, as may be seen from equation
(1), which when integrated for this case becomes 0 = AT—
The circuit will enclose a certain area, which we may consider as
positive or negative according to the direction of the circuit which
circumscribes it. The direction in which areas must be circumscribed *
in order that their value may be positive, is of course arbitrary. In
other words, if x and
y are the rectangular co-or
define an area either as f y d x , or as fx d y .
If an area be divided into any number of parts, the work done in
the circuit bounding the whole area is equal to the sum of the work
done in all the circuits bounding the partial areas. This is evident
from the consideration, that the work done in each of the lines which
separate the partial areas appears twice and with contrary signs in
the sum of the work done in the circuits bounding the partial areas.
Also the heat received in the circuit bounding the whole area is equal
to the sum of the heat received in all the circuits bounding the
partial areas.*
If all the dimensions of a circuit are infinitely small, the ratio of
the included area to the work or heat of the circuit is independent of
the shape of the circuit and the
direction in which it is described,
and varies only with its position
in the diagram. That this ratio
is independent of the direction in
which the circuit is described, is
p* evident from the consideration
that a reversal of this direction
simply changes the sign of both
terms of the ratio. To prove that
the ratio is independent of the
shape of the circuit, let us suppose
Fig. l.
the area ABODE (fig. 1) divided
up by an infinite number of isometrics vlvv v2v2, etc., with equal
differences of volume dvf and an infinite number of isopiestics
P<lP v e^c-»
equal differences of pressure dp. Now from the
* The conception of areas as positive or negative renders it unnecessary in propositions
of this kind to state explicitly the direction in which the circuits are to be described.
For the directions of the circuits are determined by the signs of the areas, and the signs
of the partial areas must be the same as that of the area out of which they were formed.
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principle of continuity, as the whole figure is infinitely small, the
ratio of the area of one of the small quadrilaterals into which the
figure is divided to the work done in passing around it is approxi
mately the same for all the different quadrilaterals. Therefore
the area of the figure composed of all the complete quadrilaterals
which fall within the given circuit has to the work done in circum
scribing this figure the same ratio, which we will call y. But the
area of this figure is approximately the same as that of the given
circuit, and the work done in describing this figure is approximately
the same as that done in describing the given circuit (eq. 5). There
fore the area of the given circuit has to the work done or heat received
in that circuit this ratio y, which is independent of the shape of
the circuit.
Now if we imagine the systems of equidifferent isometrics and
isopiestics, which have just been spoken of, extended over the whole
diagram, the work done in circumscribing one of the small quadri
laterals, so that the increase of pressure directly precedes the increase
of volume, will have in every part of the diagram a constant value,
viz., the product of the differences of volume and pressure ( X dp),
as may easily be proved by applying equation (2) successively to its
four sides. But the area of one of these quadrilaterals, which we
could consider as constant within the limits of the infinitely small
circuit, may vary for different parts of the diagram, and will indicate
proportionally the value of y, which is equal to the area divided by

dv x dp.
In like manner, if we imagine systems of isentropics and isothermals drawn throughout the diagram for equal differences drj and dt,
the heat received in passing around one of the small quadrilaterals,
so that the increase of t shall directly precede that of rj, will be the
constant product dr\ x dt, as may be proved by equation (3), and the
value of y, which is equal to the area divided by the heat, will be
indicated proportionally by the areas.*
* The indication of the value of y by systems of equidifferent isometrics and isopiesties, or isentropics and isothermals, is explained above, because it seems in accordance
with the spirit of the graphical method, and because it avoids the extraneous consider
ation of the co-ordinates. If, however, it is desired to have analytical expressions for
the value of y based upon the relations between the co-ordinates of the point and the
state of the body, it is easy to deduce such expressions as the following, in which
and y are the rectangular co-ordinates, and it is supposed that the sign of an area is
determined in accordance with the equation A =j y d x :—
1
y ~ dx

dvdp

dp dv _ d y
dy

dt dt
d x ' dy~ dx ' dy dx

where x and y are regarded as the independent variables;—or
_dx

dy dy dx
dv dp d v ' dp
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This quantity y , which is the ratio of the area of an infinitely small
circuit to the work done or heat received in that circuit, and which
we may call the scale on which work and heat are represented by
areas, or more briefly, the scale of work and heat, may have a constant
value throughout the diagram or it may have a varying value. The
diagram in ordinary use affords an example of the first case, as the
area of a circuit is everywhere proportional to the work or heat.
There are other diagrams which have the same property, and we may
call all such diagrams of constant scale.
In any case we may consider the scale of work and heat as known
for every point of the diagram, so far as we are able to draw the
isometrics and isopiestics or the isentropics and isothermals. If we
write
SW andSH for the work and heat of an infinitesimal circuit,
and SAfor the area included, the relations of these quantities are
thus expressed:—*
y

SW=8H=-SA.(7)

We may find the value of W and H for a circuit of finite dimensions
by supposing the included area A divided into areas SA infinitely
small in all directions, for which therefore the above equation wdll
hold, and taking the sum of the values of SH or
for the various
areas <M. Writing Wc and H c for the work and heat of the circuit
C, and 2
cfor a summation or integration performed within the
limits of this circuit, we have
where v and p are the independent variables ;—or
dx

dy dx

d q dt

where q and t are the independent variables ;—or

1_
y

_ rf2e
dx dy dy dx
dv dq dv dq

where v and q are the independent variables.

These and similar expressions for - may be found by dividing the value of the work
or heat for an infinitely small circuit by the area included. This operation can be most
conveniently performed upon a circuit consisting of four lines, in each of which one of
the independent variables is constant. E.g., the last formula can be most easily found
from an infinitely small circuit formed of two isometrics and two isentropics.
*To avoid confusion, as dW and dH are generally used and are used elsewhere in
this article to denote the work and heat of an infinite short path, a slightly different
notation, d W and
dH, si here used to denote the work and heat of an infin
circuit. So 5
Ais used to denote an element of area which is infinitely small in
directions, as the letter d would only imply that the element was infinitely small in one
direction. So also below, the integration or summation which extends to all the ele
ments written with 5 is denoted by the character 2, as the character
naturally
refers to elements written with d.
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W ^H ^^-S A .

(8)
y
We have thus an expression for the value of the work and heat of a
• ircuit involving an integration extending over an area instead of one
extending over a line, as in equations (5) and (6).
Similar expressions may be found for the work and the heat of a
path which is not a circuit. For this case may be reduced to the
preceding by the consideration that
for a path on an iso
metric or on the line of no pressure (eq. 2), and
for a path on
jm isentropic or on the line of absolute cold. Hence the work of any
path S is equal to that of the circuit formed of S, the isometric of
I he final state, the line of no pressure and the isometric of the initial
ntate, which circuit may be represented by the notation [$, v",p°, v '\
Aud the heat of the same path is the same as that of the circuit [S, rj",
;/]. Therefore using Ws and
H sto denote the wo
any path S, we have
F -s = 2 [«,v",P».r'jlM
(9)
y
jyS = 2;[ S , ' ) 1 ^
(10)
y
where as before the limits of the integration are denoted by the
«xpression occupying the place of an index to the sign 2.* These
««piations evidently include equation (8) as a particular case.
It is easy to form a material conception of these relations. If we
imagine, for example, mass inherent in the plane of the diagram with
a varying (superficial) density represented by

then 2 —

will

* A word should be said in regard to the sense in which the above propositions
*ilion Id be understood. If beyond the limits, within which the relations of v,
t, e
mid tj are known and which we may call the limits of the known field, we continue the
irtometrics, isopiestics, &c., in any way we please, only subject to the condition that the
mlations of
v,
p,ty e andyshall be consistent with the equation
then
• ulculating the values of quantities W and H determined by the equations
and
d ll= td y for paths or circuits in any part of the diagram thus extended, we may
iimc any of the propositions or processes given above, as these three equations have
formed the only basis of the reasoning. We will thus obtain values of W and H, which
will be identical with those which would be obtained by the immediate application of
i Ik> equations dW —pdv and
d H = td y to the path in question, and which in the
any path which is entirely contained in the known field will be the true values of the
work and heat for the change of state of the body which the path represents. We
may thus use lines outside of the known field without attributing to them any physical
Mollification whatever, without considering the points in the lines as representing any
lulcs of the body. If however, to fix our ideas, we choose to conceive of this part of
1be diagram as having the same physical interpretation as the known field, and to
•munciate our propositions in language based upon such a conception, the unreality or
*"'on the impossibility of the states represented by the lines outside of the known field
*an not lead to any incorrect results in regard to paths in the known field.
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evidently denote the mass of the part of the plane included within
the limits of integration, this mass being taken positively or nega
tively according to the direction of the circuit.
Thus far we have made no supposition in regard to the nature of
the law, by which we associate the points of a plane with the states
of the body, except a certain condition of continuity. Whatever law
we may adopt, we obtain a method of representation of the thermo
dynamic properties of the body, in which the relations existing
between the functions of the state of the body are indicated by a
net-work of lines, while the work done and the heat received by the
body when it changes its state are represented by integrals extend
ing over the elements of a line, and also by an integral extending
over the elements of certain areas in the diagram, or, if we choose to
introduce such a consideration, by the mass belonging to these areas.
The different diagrams which we obtain by different laws of asso
ciation are all such as may be obtained from one another by a process
of deformation, and this consideration is sufficient to demonstrate
their properties from the well-known properties of the diagram in
which the volume and pressure are represented by rectangular co
ordinates. For the relations indicated by the net-work of isometrics,
isopiestics etc., are evidently not altered by deformation of the sur
face upon which they are drawn, and if we conceive of mass as belong
ing to the surface, the mass included within given lines will also not
be affected by the process of deformation. If, then, the surface upon
which the ordinary diagram is drawn has the uniform superficial den
sity 1, so that the work and heat of a circuit, which are represented
in this diagram by the included area, shall also be represented by
the mass included, this latter relation will hold for any diagram
formed from this by deformation of the surface on which it is drawn.
The choice of the method of representation is of course to be deter
mined by considerations of simplicity and convenience, especially in
regard to the drawing of the lines of equal volume, pressure, tempera
ture, energy and entropy, and the estimation of work and heat. There
is an obvious advantage in the use of diagrams of constant scale, in
which the work and heat are represented simply by areas. Such dia
grams may of course be produced by an infinity of different methods,
as there is no limit to the ways of deforming a plane figure without
altering the magnitude of its elements. Among these methods, two
are especially important,—the ordinary method in which the volume
and pressure are represented by rectilinear co-ordinates, and that in
which the entropy and temperature are so represented. A diagram
formed by the former method may be called, for the sake of distinc
tion, a volume-pressure diagram,—one formed by the latter, an
temperature diagram. That the latter as well as the former satisfies
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iln> condition that y = l throughout the whole diagram, may be seen
I»v reference to page 5.

The Entropy-temperature Diagram compared with that in
ordinary use.
(7
in g

moderations independent

of the nature o f the bod

As the general equations ( 1), (2), (3) are not altered by interchang
—p and — W with rj, t and H respectively, it is evident that,
» far as these equations are concerned, there is nothing to choose
Imtween a volume-pressure and an entropy-temperature diagram. In
the former, the work is represented by an area bounded by the path
which represents the change of state of the body, two ordinates and
the axis of abscissas. The same is true of the heat received in the
latter diagram. Again, in the former diagram, the heat received is
represented by an area bounded by the path and certain lines, the
character of which depends upon the nature of the body under consid
eration. Except in the case of an ideal body, the properties of which
nro determined by assumption, these lines are more or less unknown
in a part of their course, and in any case the area will generally
«xtend to an infinite distance. Very much the same inconveniences
attach themselves to the areas representing work in the entropytemperature diagram.* There is, however, a consideration of a

vy

*In neither diagram do these circumstances create any serious difficulty in the esti
mation of areas representing work or heat. It is always possible to divide these areas
into two parts, of which one is of finite dimensions, and the other can be calculated in
the simplest manner. Thus in the entropy-tempera
ture diagram the work done in a path AB (fig. 2) is
represented by the area included by the path AB, the
isometric BC, the line of no pressure and the isometric
DA. The line of no pressure and the adjacent parts
of the isometrics in the case of an actual gas or vapor
are more or less undetermined in the present state
of our knowledge, and are likely to remain so ; for
an ideal gas the line of no pressure coincides with
the axis of abscissas, and is an asymptote to the
isometrics. But, be this as it may, it is not necessary
to examine the form of the remoter parts of the
diagram. If we draw an isopiestic MN, cutting AD and BC, the area MNCD, which
represents the work done in MN, will be equal to p{tf’ -if), where p denotes the pressure
in MN, and v" and v' denote the volumes at B and A respectively (eq. 5). Hence the
work done in AB will be represented by ABNM+£>(«/'In the volume-pressure
diagram, the areas representing heat may be divided by an isothermal, and treated in
a manner entirely analogous.
Or we may make use of the principle that, for a path which begins and ends on the
same isodynamic, the work and heat are equal, as appears by integration of equation
(1). Hence, in the entropy-temperature diagram, to find the work of any path, we may
extend it by an isometric (which will not alter its work), so that it shall begin and end
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general character, which shows an important advantage on the side of
the entropy-temperature diagram. In thermodynamic problems, heat
received at one temperature is by no means the equivalent of the
same amount of heat received at another temperature. For example,
a supply of a million calories at 150c is a very different thing from a
supply of a million calories at 50c. But no such distinction exists in
regard to work. This is a result of the general law, that heat can
only pass from a hotter to a colder body, while work can be transferred
by mechanical means from one fluid to any other, whatever may be
the pressures. Hence, in thermodynamic problems, it is generally
necessary to distinguish between the quantities of heat received or
given out by the body at different temperatures, while as far as work
is concerned, it is generally sufficient to ascertain the total amount
performed. If, then, several heat-areas and one work-area enter into
the problem, it is evidently more important that the former should be
simple in form, than that the latter should be so. Moreover, in the
very common case of a circuit, the work-area is bounded entirely by
the path, and the form of the isometrics and the line of no pressure
are of no especial consequence.
It is worthy of notice that the simplest form of a perfect thermo
dynamic engine, so often described in treatises on thermodynamics, is
represented in the entropy-temperature
t
diagram by a figure of extreme sim
plicity, v iz : a rectangle of which the
sides are parallel to the co-ordinate
axes. Thus in figure 3, the circuit
ABCD may represent the series of
states through which the fluid is made
_ to pass in such an engine, the included
E
v area representing t h e work done, while
Fig. 3.
the area ABFE~*represents the heat
received from the heater at the highest temperature AE, and the
area CDEF represents the heat transmitted to the cooler at the lowest
temperature DE.
There is another form of the perfect thermodynamic engine, v iz :
one with a perfect regenerator as defined by Rankine,
Trans.
vol. 144, p. 140, the representation of which becomes peculiarly
simple in the entropy-temperature diagram. The circuit consists of
two equal straight lines AB and CD (fig. 4) parallel to the axis of
abscissas, and two precisely similar curves of any form BC and AD.
on the same isodynamic, and then take the heat (instead of the work) of the path thus
extended. This method was suggested by that employed by Cazin,
iUmtntaire des machines a air chaud, p. 11, and Zeuner, Mechanische
, p. 80,
in the reverse case, v iz: to find the heat of a path in the volume-pressure diagram.
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Mi. included area ABCD represents the work done, and the areas
A IIImi and CDdc represent respectively the heat received from the
ln utcr and that transmitted to the
cooler. The heat imparted by the fluid
to the regenerator in passing from B
to C, and afterward restored to the
tin id in its passage from D to A, is
represented by the areas BCcb and
I) And.
It is often a matter of the first
importance in the study of any thermo
Fig. 4.
dynamic engine, to compare it with a
perfect engine. Such a comparison will obviously be much facilitated
by the use of a method in which the perfect engine is represented
by such simple forms.
The method in which the co-ordinates represent volume and pressure
Ims a certain advantage in the simple and elementary character of the
notions upon which it is based, and its analogy with Watt’s indicator
lias doubtless contributed to render it popular. On the other hand,
mmethod involving the notion of
ent,the very existenc
<lrpends upon the second law of thermodynamics, will doubtless seem
lo many far-fetched, and may repel beginners as obscure and difficult
nl* comprehension. This inconvenience is perhaps more than counter
balanced by the advantages of a method which makes the second law
of thermodynamics so prominent, and gives it so clear and elementary
mu expression. The fact, that the different states of a fluid can be
mpresented by the positions of a point in a plane, so that the ordi
nates shall represent the temperatures, and the heat received or given
out by the fluid shall be represented by the area bounded by the line
i »•presenting the states through which the body passes, the ordinates
drawn through the extreme points of this line, and the axis of
abscissas,—this fact, clumsy as its expression in words may be, is one
which presents a clear image to the eye, and which the mind can
middy grasp and retain. It is, however, nothing more nor less than
a geometrical expression of the second law of thermodynamics in its
application to fluids, in a form exceedingly convenient for use, and
from which the analytical expression of the same law can, if desired,
be at once obtained. If, then, it is more important for purposes of
instruction and the like to familiarize the learner with the second
law, than to defer its statement as long as possible, the use of the
entropy-temperature diagram may serve a useful purpose in the
popularizing of this science.
The foregoing considerations are in the main of a general character,
and independent of the nature of the substance to which the graphical
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method is applied. On this, however, depend the forms of the
isometrics, isopiestics and isodynamics in the entropy-temperature
diagram, and of the lsentropics, lsothermals and isodynamics in the
volume-pressure diagram. As the convenience of a method depends
largely upon the ease with which these lines can be drawn, and upon
the peculiarities of the fluid which has its properties represented in
the diagram, it is desirable to compare the methods under considera
tion in some of their most important applications. We will commence
with the case of a perfect gas.

Case of a 'perfect gas.
A perfect or ideal gas may be defined as such a gas, that for any
constant quantity of it the product of the volume and the pressure
varies as the temperature, and the energy varies as the temperature, i.e.,

pv —at,
e = ct.

(b)

The significance of the constant a is sufficiently indicated by equation
(a). The significance of c may be rendered more evident by differen
tiating equation (b) and comparing the result

de = cdt
with the general equations (1) and (2), v iz :

de —d H —dW
,
If

dv= 0,dW —0, and

d H —c,dt i.e.,

i.e., c is the quantity of heat necessary to raise the temperature of
the body one degree under the condition of constant volume. It will
be observed, that when different quantities of the same gas are con
sidered, a and c both vary as the quantity, and -f- is constant; also,
that the value of
c-raor
f different gases varies as their specific h
determined for equal volumes and for constant volume.
With the aid of equations (a) and (b) we may eliminate p and t
from the general equation (4), v iz :

de = tdrj—pdv,
* In this article, all equations which are designated by arabic numerals subsist for
any body whatever (subject to the condition of uniform pressure and temperature), and
those which are designated by small capitals subsist for any quantity of a perfect gas
as defined above (subject of course to the same conditions).
t A subscript letter after a differential co-efficient is used in this article to indicate
the quantity which is made constant in the differentiation.
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which is then reduced to
and by integration to

~ =

e

—

,
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c

log e= - —- log v. *

(d)

The constant of integration becomes 0, if we call the entropy 0 for
the state of which the volume and energy are both unity.
Any other equations which subsist between v, t, e and rj may be
derived from the three independent equations ( a), ( b) and ( d ). If we
eliminate e from ( b) and ( d ), we have
rj=

a logv +

Eliminating v from ( a) and ( e ), we have
rj=

(a +

c)log

Eliminating t from ( a) and ( e ), we have
rj = (a + c )lo g v + c lo g p + c lo g - (g)
If

vsi constant, equation ( e ) becomes
rj = c log £-f Const.,

i.e., the isometrics in the entropy-temperature diagram are logarithmic
curves identical with one another in form,—a change in the value of
r having only the effect of moving the curve parallel to the axis of rj.
1f p is constant, equation ( f ) becomes

rj=
mo that the isopiestics in this diagram have similar properties. This
identity in form diminishes greatly the labour of drawing any con.‘.iderable number of these curves. For if a card or thin board be cut
m the form of one of them, it may be used as a pattern or ruler to
draw all of the same system.
The isodynamics are straight in this diagram (eq. b).
To find the form of the iso thermals and isentropics in the volumepressure diagram, we may make t and rj constant in equations (a)
and (g) respectively, which will then reduce to the well-known equa
tions of these curves :—
pv —Const.,
and

pcva+c —Const.

* If we use the letter e to denote the base of the Naperian system of logarithms,
(nation (d ) may also be written in the form

5 _a
€= t.V C.
'I'his may be regarded as the fundamental thermodynamic equation of an ideal gas. See
the last note on page 2. It will be observed, that there would be no real loss of
generality if we should choose, as the body to which the letters refer, such a quantity
of the gas that one of the constants a and c should be equal to unity.

{a+
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The equation of the isodynamics is of course the same as that of the
isothermals. None of these systems of lines have that property of
identity of form, which makes the systems of isometrics and isopiestics
so easy to draw in the entropy-temperature diagram.

Caseof condensable vapors.
The case of bodies which pass from the liquid to the gaseous condi
tion is next to be considered. It is usual to assume of such a body,
that when sufficiently superheated it approaches the condition of a
perfect gas. If, then, in the entropy-temperature diagram of such a
body we draw systems of isometrics, isopiestics and isodynamics, as if
for a perfect gas, for proper values of the constants a and c, these will
be asymptotes to the true isometrics, etc., of the vapor, and in many
cases will not vary from them greatly in the part of the diagram which
represents vapor unmixed with liquid, except in the vicinity of the
line of saturation. In the volume-pressure diagram of the same body,
the isothermals, isentropics and isodynamics, drawn for a perfect gas
for the same values of a and c, will have the same relations to the true
isothermals, etc.
In that part of any diagram which represents a mixture of vapor
and liquid, the isopiestics and isothermals will be identical, as the
pressure is determined by the temperature alone. In both the
diagrams which we are now comparing, they will be straight and
parallel to the axis of abscissas. The form of the isometrics and
isodynamics in the entropy-temperature diagram, or that of the
isentropics and isodynamics in the volume-pressure diagram, will
depend upon the nature of the fluid, and probably cannot be ex
pressed by any simple equations. The following property, however,
renders it easy to construct equidifferent systems of these lines, v iz :
any such system will divide any isothermal (isopiestic) into equal
segments.
It remains to consider that part of the diagram which represents
the body when entirely in the condition of liquid. The fundamental
characteristic of this condition of matter is that the volume is very
nearly constant, so that variations of volume are generally entirely in
appreciable when represented graphically on the same scale on which
the volume of the body in the state of vapor is represented, and both
the variations of volume and the connected variations of the connected
quantities may be, and generally are, neglected by the side of the
variations of the same quantities which occur when the body passes
to the state of vapor.
Let us make, then, the usual assumption that v is constant, and see
how the general equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) are thereby affected.
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\V< have first,
Dim
wild
11’ wc add

dv = 0,
dW = 0,
de
.
=
d H = t drj,

iIh'ho four equations will evidently be equivalent to the three inde
pendent equations (1), (2) and (3), combined with the assumption
" hich we have just made. For a liquid, then, e, instead of being a
function of two quantities v and
rj,is a function of
• function of rj alone, being equal to the differential co-efficient of the
function
e;that is, the value of one of the three quantities , e and
m sufficient to determine the other two. The value of
moreover, is
lived without reference to the values of , e and (so long as these do
not pass the limits of values possible for liquidity); while does not
• ntur into the equations, i.e.,
p may have any value (
limits) without affecting the values of ,
or
If the body change
Hm state, continuing always liquid, the value of W for such a change
i t 0, and that of H is determined by the values of any one of the
l liree quantities
t, € and
rj. It is, therefore, th
nand
H,for which a graphical expression is to be sought; a method,
IIn‘refore, in which the co-ordinates of the diagram are made equal
to the volume and pressure, is totally inapplicable to this particu
lar case; v and
prae indeed the only two of the five functions of the
Mate of the body,
v,p y t,e andy,which have no relations either
« n il other, or to the other three, or to the quantities W and H y to be
- \ pressed.* The values of v and p do not really determine the state
<>!’ an incompressible fluid,—the values of t, € and rj are still left
undetermined, so that through every point in the volume-pressure
-liagram which represents the liquid there must pass (in general) an
in Unite number of isothermals, isodynamics and isentropics. The
character of this part of the diagram is as follows:—the states of
In|uidity are represented by the points of a line parallel to the axis of
pressures, and the isothermals, isodynamics and isentropics, which
croHs the field of partial vaporization and meet this line, turn upward
and follow its course.!
In the entropy-temperature diagram the relations of t, € and rj are
* That is, v and p have no such relations to the other quantities, as are expressible
I'V equations; p y however, cannot be less than a certain function of t.
•f*All these difficulties are of course removed when the differences of volume of the
liquid at different temperatures are rendered appreciable on the volume-pressure
diagram. This can be done in various ways,—among others, by choosing as the body
U» which
v,etc., refer, a sufficiently large quantity of the fluid. But, however we do it,
wo must evidently give up the possibility of representing the body in the state of vapor
in the Bame diagram without making its dimensions enormous.
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distinctly visible. The line of liquidity is a curve AB (fig. 5) deter
mined by the relation between t and
This curve is also an isow
metric. Every point of it has a definite
volume, temperature, entropy and
V
energy. The latter is indicated by the
isodynamics E1E1, E2E2, etc., which
cross the region of partial vaporization
M
and terminate in the line of liquidity.
(They do not in this diagram turn and
follow the line.) If the body pass
E i/\
a\ ^
from one state to another, remaining
*
liquid, as from M to N in the figure,
the heat received is represented as
usual by the area MNnm. That the
work done is nothing, is indicated
Fig. 5.
by the fact that the line AB is an
isometric. Only the isopiestics in this diagram are superposed in
the line of fluidity, turning downward where they meet this line and
following its course, so that for any point in this line the pressure is
undetermined. This is, however, no inconvenience in the diagram, as
it simply expresses the fact of the jase, that when all the quantities
v, t, € and rj are fixed, the pressure is still undetermined.

Diagrams in which the Isometrics, Isopiestics, Isothermals, Iso
dynamics and Isentropics of*a Perfect Gas are all Straight
Lines.

There are many cases in which it is of more importance that it
should be easy to draw the lines of equal volume, pressure, tempera
ture, energy and entropy, than that work and heat should be repre
sented in the simplest manner. In such cases it may be expedient to
give up the condition that the scale (y) of work and heat shall be
constant, when by that means it is possible to gain greater simplicity
in the form of the lines just mentioned.
In the case of a perfect gas, the three relations between the quanti
ties v,
p,,t € and rj are given on pages 12, 13, equations ( a ), ( b ) and ( d ).
These equations may be easily transformed into the three

l o g + log - log *= l°g a,
log

elog ^= log
rj—cloge —ttlog

(h )
(x)

so that the three relations between the quantities log?;, lo
lo
log e and rj are expressed by linear equations, and it will be possible
to make the five systems of lines all rectilinear in tfie same diagram,
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•!,, .Instances of the isometrics being proportional to the differences
i i ho logarithms of the volumes, the distances of the isopiestics being
l •- |M»rtional to the differences of the logarithms of the pressures, and
• with the isothermals and the isodynamics,—the distances of the
inn11tropics, however, being proportional to the differences of entropy
••imply.
The scale of work and heat in such a diagram will vary inversely
>• * t he temperature. For if we imagine systems of isentropics and
in*.t hermals drawn throughout the diagram for equal small differences
• I *mi(ropy and temperature, the isentropics will be equidistant, but
'!•• distances of the isothermals will vary inversely as the temperature,
•»i.*t the small quadrilaterals into which the diagram is divided will
\ (try in the same ratio:
y ^ 1-r-t. (See p. 5.)
So far, however, the form of the diagram has not been completely
d* lined. This may be done in various ways: e.g., if x and y be the
m*i angular co-ordinates, we may make
33= log V,
f 33 = 7/,
etc.
°
r l y =l o g <;
<>i wo may set the condition that the logarithms of volume, of pressure
nnd of temperature, shall be represented
in the diagram on the same scale. (The
logarithms of energy are necessarily repn'Honted on the same scale as those of
temperature.) This will require that the
m«.metrics, isopiestics and isothermals cut
"tie another at angles of 60°.
The general character of all these diai tarns, which may be derived from one
another by projection by parallel lines, may
he illustrated by the case in which 33 = logy,
nnd y = log£>.
'Through any point A (fig. 6) of such a
Fig. 6.
diagram let there be drawn the isometric
\ v\ the isopiestic pp7, the isothermal tt7 and the isentropic rjrj'. The
Imos pp7and vv7are of course parallel to the axes. Also by equation (h)

f 33 = log V,

\y=

±a
c
'Therefore, if we draw another isometric, cutting tjrj', tt7, and pp7 in
and by (a)

li, C and D,
B D _ c -fa
CD

B C _ct

CD_ c

c~ ’C D“ ?

B C ~a
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Hence, in the diagrams of different gases, CD —BC will be propor
tional to the specific heat determined for equal volumes and for
constant volume.
As the specific heat, thus determined, has probably the same value
for most simple gases, the isentropics will have the same inclination
in diagrams of this kind for most simple gases. This inclination may
easily be found by a method which is independent of any units of
measurement, for
B D :C D ::(J M :
:: $ ) :
\d log vvJ/vv * \d log
log vJt'
v / 1 *\dv
\d v //v„ ’ \dvJ
i.e., BD-rCD is equal to the quotient of the co-efficient of elasticity
under the condition of no transmission of heat, divided by the co
efficient of elasticity at constant temperature. This quotient for a
simple gas is generally given as 1*408 or 1*421. As
CA-- CD = J ' l = 1*414,
BD is very nearly equal to CA (for simple gases), which relation it
may be convenient to use in the construction of the diagram.
In regard to compound gases the rule seems to be, that the specific
heat (determined for equal volumes and for constant volume) is to the
specific heat of a simple gas inversely as the volume of the compound
is to the volume of its constituents (in the condition of gas); that is,
the value of BC-i-CD for a compound gas is to the value of BC-r-CD
for a simple gas, as the volume of the compound is to the volume of
its constituents. Therefore, if we compare the diagrams (formed by
this method) for a simple and a compound gas, the distance DA and
therefore CD being the same in each, BC in the diagram of the com
pound gas will be to BC in the diagram of the simple gas as the
volume of the compound is to the volume of its constituents.
Although the inclination of the isentropics is independent of the
quantity of gas under consideration, the rate of increase of r\ will vary
with this quantity. In regard to the rate of increase of t, it is evident
that if the whole diagram be divided into squares by isopiestics and
isometrics drawn at equal distances, and isothermals be drawn as
diagonals to these squares, the volumes of the isometrics, the pressures
of the isopiestics and the temperatures of the isothermals will each
form a geometrical series, and in all these series the ratio of two
contiguous terms will be the same.
The properties of the diagrams obtained by the other methods men
tioned on page 17 do not differ essentially from those just described.
For example, in any such diagram, if through any point we draw an
isentropic, an isothermal and an isopiestic, which cut any isometric
not passing through the same point, the ratio of the segments of the
isometric will have the value which has been found for B C : CD.
In treating the case of vapors also, it may be convenient to use
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i t -rams in which x = \ogv and y = logp, or in which
and
v l<>g£; but the diagrams formed by these methods will evidently
1 radically different from one another. It is to be observed that
•■11 of these methods is what may be called a method of definite scale
I-I work and heat; that is, the value of in any part of the diagram
•
Impendent of the properties of the fluid considered. In the first
(bod y = ~ y , in the second y = —.

In this respect these methods

havo an advantage over many others. For example, if we should
nmlvr ;c = lo
gv,y= rj, the value of y in any part of the diagram would
•I* | >«iid upon the properties of the fluid, and would probably not vary
in any case, except that of a perfect gas, according to any simple law.
The conveniences of the entropy-temperature method will be found
• • I" long in nearly the same degree to the method in which the
• •> ordinates are equal to the entropy and the logarithm of the teml" i <i( are. No serious difficulty attaches to the estimation of heat and
k in a diagram formed on the latter method on account of the
«i iation of the scale on which they are represented, as this variation
("Hows so simple a law. It may often be of use to remember that
•tub a diagram may be reduced to an entropy-temperature diagram
I'V a vertical compression or extension, such
B
•lull, the distances of the isothermals shall be
made proportional to their differences of temI-mature. Thus if we wish to estimate the work
heat of the circuit ABCD (fig. 7), we may
•Iraw a number of equidistant ordinates (isen- A
(copies) as if to estimate the included area, and
I >r each of the ordinates take the differences
nf temperature of the points where it cuts the
Fig. 7.
circuit; these differences of temperature will
Iin equal to the lengths of the segments made by the corresponding
circuit in the entropy-temperature diagram upon a corresponding
ny item of equidistant ordinates, and may be used to calculate the
nmi of the circuit in the entropy-temperature diagram, i.e., to find
l In* work or heat required. We may find the work of any path by
Mjiplying the same process to the circuit formed by the path, the iso
metric of the final state, the line of no pressure (or any isopiestic; see
note on page 9), and the isometric of the initial state. And we may
find the heat of any path by applying the same process to a circuit
lormed by the path, the ordinates of the extreme points and the line
"f absolute cold. That this line is at an infinite distance occasions no
ililliculty. The lengths of the ordinates in the entropy-temperature
diagram which we desire are given by the temperature of points in
the path determined (in either diagram) by equidistant ordinates.
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The properties of the part of the entropy-temperature diagram
representing a mixture of vapor and liquid, which are given on
page 14, will evidently not be altered if the ordinates are made
proportional to the logarithms of the temperatures instead of the
temperatures simply.
The representation of specific heat in the diagram under discussion
is peculiarly simple. The specific heat of any substance at constant
volume or under constant pressure may be defined as the value of

for a certain quantity of the substance. Therefore, if we draw a dia
gram, in which x —rj and y = log t, for that quantity of the substance
which is used for the determination of the specific heat, the tangents
of the angles made by the isometrics and the isopiestics with the
ordinates in the diagram will be equal to the specific heat of the
substance determined for constant volume and for constant pressure
respectively. Sometimes, instead of the condition of constant volume
or constant pressure, some other condition is used in the determination
of specific heat. In all cases, the condition will be represented by a
line in the diagram, and the tangent of the angle made by this line
with an ordinate will be equal to the specific heat as thus defined. If
the diagram be drawn for any other quantity of the substance, the
specific heat for constant volume or constant pressure, or for any other
condition, will be equal to the tangent of the proper angle in the
diagram, multiplied by the ratio of the quantity of the substance for
which the specific heat is determined to the quantity for which the
diagram is drawn.*

The Volume-entropy Diagram.
The method of representation, in which the co-ordinates of the point
in the diagram are made equal to the volume and entropy of the
body, presents certain characteristics which entitle it to a somewhat
detailed consideration, and for some purposes give it substantial
advantages over any other method. We might anticipate some of
these advantages from the simple and symmetrical form of the general
equations of thermodynamics, when volume and entropy are chosen
as independent variables, v iz :— t
*From this general property of the diagram, its character in the case of a perfect
gas might be immediately deduced.
+ See page 2, equations (2), (3) and (4).
In general, in this article, where differential coefficients are used, the quantity which
is constant in the differentiation is indicated by a subscript letter. In this discussion
of the volume-entropy diagram, however, v and 77 are uniformly regarded as the inde
pendent variables, and the subscript letter is omitted.
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( 11)
( 12 )

dW = pdv,
Kliminating

d H —t
p and t we have also
d W = - — dv,
dv

du- % ^

(13)
(14)

The geometrical relations corresponding to these equations are in
Mm volume-entropy diagram extremely simple. To fix our ideas, let
Mu- axes of volume and entropy be horizontal and vertical respectivnly, volume increasing toward the right and entropy upward.
I Imn the pressure taken negatively will equal the ratio of the differ• ■!<•• of energy to the difference of volume of two adjacent points in
Mm name horizontal line, and the temperature will equal the ratio of
11" difference of energy to the difference of entropy of two adjacent
points in the same vertical line. Or, if a series of isodynamics be
•Intwn for equal infinitesimal differences of energy, any series of hori
zontal lines will be divided into segments inversely proportional to
Mm pressure, and any series of vertical lines into segments inversely
proportional to the temperature. We see by equations (13) and (14),
Miat for a motion parallel to the axis of volume, the heat received is
<>. and the work done is equal to the decrease of the energy, while for
a motion parallel to the axis of entropy, the work done is 0, and the
Imat received is equal to the increase of the energy. These two
propositions are true either for elementary paths or for those of finite
Imigth. In general, the work for any element of a path is equal to
Mm product of the pressure in that part of the diagram into the hori
zontal projection of the element of the path, and the heat received is
• qual to the product of the temperature into the vertical projection
of the element of the path.
If we wish to estimate the value of the integrals f p d v and ftd r \y
which represent the work and heat of any path, by means of measure
ments upon the diagram, or if we wish to appreciate readily by the
eye the approximate value of these expressions, or if we merely wish
to illustrate their meaning by means of the diagram; for any of these
purposes the diagram which we are now considering will have the
advantage that it represents the differentials dv and drj more simply
mid clearly than any other.
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But we may also estimate the work and heat of any path by means
of an integration extending over the elements of an area, v iz : by the
formulae of page 7,

WC= H °= I,C±6A,
y

TF= 2

[S, v", pO,v'] 1

—SA,
y

[s, n"
In regard to the limits of integration in these formulae, we see that for
the work of any path which is not a circuit, the bounding line is com
posed of the path, the line of no pressure and two vertical lines, and
for the heat of the path, the bounding line is composed of the path,
the line of absolute cold and two horizontal lines.
As the sign of y, as well as that of SA, will be indeterminate until
we decide in which direction an area must be circumscribed in order
to be considered positive, we will call an area positive which is cir
cumscribed in the direction in which the hands of a watch move.
This choice, with the positions of the axes of volume and entropy
which we have supposed, will make the value of y in most cases posi
tive, as we shall see hereafter.
The value of y, in a diagram drawn according to this method, will
depend upon the properties of the body for which the diagram is
drawn. In this respect, this method
differs from all the others which have
been discussed in detail in this article.
It is easy to find an expression for y
depending simply upon the variations of
N,
N,
the energy, by comparing the area and
the work or heat of an infinitely small
N4
circuit in the form of a rectangle having
its sides parallel to the two axes.
Let N1N 2N 3N4 (fig. 8) be such a circuit,
and let it be described in the order of
v the numerals, so that the area is positive.
Fig. 8.
Also let ev e2> e3, e4 represent the energy
at the four corners. The work done in the four sides in order com
mencing at Nj, will be e4—e2, 0, e3—e4, 0. The total work, therefore,
for the rectangular circuit is
ei “ e2 + e3“ e4Now as the rectangle is infinitely small, if we call its sides
and drj,
the above expression will be equivalent to

□

—

-t—j - dv
dvdrj

d*ej j
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I 'i vitling by the area dv drj, and writing y Vj7] for the scale of work and
limit in a diagram of this kind, we have
1
d2€dt
yv, v ~ dv
dr\dv
The two last expressions for the value of l - - y v>T? indicate that the
vnine of
yV
)in different parts of the diagram will be indicated proI-m tionally by the segments into which vertical lines are divided by a
v'iti'iu of equidifferent isopiestics, and also by the segments into
" I»ich horizontal lines are divided by a system of equidifferent isoilM iiiials. These results might also be derived directly from the
|impositions on page 5.
Am, in almost all cases, the pressure of a body is increased when it
»,«•■ives heat without change of volume, — is in general positive, and
iln same will be true of y V}7) under the assumptions which we have
nmile in regard to the directions of the axes (page 21) and the definii Min of a positive area (page 22).
111 the estimation of work and heat it may often be of use to
« ii lider the deformation necessary to reduce the diagram to one of
• •mstant scale for work and heat. Now if the diagram be so deformed
•Ii.i l each point remains in the same vertical line, but moves in this
line ho that all isopiestics become straight and horizontal lines at
-It -'lances proportional to their differences of pressure, it will evidently
I-e<>me a volume-pressure diagram. Again, if the diagram be so
i' formed that each point remains in the same horizontal line, but
moves in it so that isothermals become straight and vertical lines at
•li lances proportional to their differences of temperature, it will
InTome an entropy-temperature diagram. These considerations will
•‘imble us to compute numerically the work or heat of any path
which is given in a volume-entropy diagram, when the pressure and
•■niperature are known for all points of the path, in a manner
analogous to that explained on page 19.
The ratio of any element of area in the volume-pressure or the
• nl.ropy-temperature diagram, or in any other in which the scale of
wnrk and heat is unity, to the corresponding element in the volume1
d2e
• nl ropy diagram is represented by ----- or —-7—r-. The cases in

Yv,7j

ctv

cltj

which this ratio is 0, or changes its sign, demand especial attention,
n in such cases the diagrams of constant scale fail to give a satisfnctory representation of the properties of the body, while no difficulty
"i inconvenience arises in the use of the volume-entropy diagram.

cl^€

A.s —dvdrj =

cLio

V£due is evidently zero in that part of the

tlmgram which represents the body when in part solid, in part liquid.
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and in part vapor. The properties of such a mixture are very simply
and clearly exhibited in the volume-entropy diagram.
Let the temperature and the pressure of the mixture, which are
independent of the proportions of vapor, solid and liquid, be denoted
by
Hnd
a p'. Also le
7
be points of the diagram which indicate
^ v the volume and entropy of the body in
three perfectly defined states, v iz : that of
a vapor of temperature t' and pressure p \
that of a liquid of the same temperature
and pressure, and that of a solid of the
same temperature and pressure. And let
v v, rjv, vL, rjL, vs, rjs denote the volume and
O
v entropy of these states. The position of
Fig. 9.
the point which represents the body, when
part is vapor, part liquid, and part solid, these parts being as
,
and 1 — —i/, is determined by the equations
v=
pv v + vVL+ (1 - —v)v s,
V= Wr+vriL + i l - n - v ) r ) s,
where v and
y are the volume and entropy of the mixture.
truth of the first equation is evident. The second may be written
>l->ls = ^(flr~V s) + >'(riL-ris),
or multiplying by t',
t'(*l=
Is) + v t\*lL ~ )•
The first member of this equation denotes the heat necessary to bring
the body from the state S to the state of the mixture in question
under the constant temperature t'} while the terms of the second
member denote separately the heat necessary to vaporize the part ,
and to liquefy the part v of the body.
The values of v and r\ are such as would give the center of gravity
of masses
p,v and 1
— p —p
v laced at the points Y,
the part of the diagram which represents a mixture of vapor, liquid
and solid, is the triangle YLS. The pressure and temperature are
constant for this triangle, i.e., an isopiestic and also an isothermal
here expand to cover a space. The isodynamics are straight and equi
distant for equal differences of energy.

For

~~P and <
— = t\

both of which are constant throughout the triangle.
* These points will not be in the same straight line unless
V(w - Vs) • t' {vl
~Vs) •,
a condition very unlikely to be fulfilled by any substance. The first and second terms
of this proportion denote the heat of vaporization (from the solid state) and that of
liquefaction.
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Hum case can be but very imperfectly represented in the volumeI*m m e , or in the entropy-temperature diagram. For all points in
Mm >mmo vertical line in the triangle YLS will, in the volume-pressure
Ihi |;rum, be represented by a single point, as having the same volume
mmI pressure. And all the points in the same horizontal line will be
i* |indented in the entropy-temperature diagram by a single point, as
having the same entropy and temperature. In either diagram, the
*1 !•>In triangle reduces to a straight line. It must reduce to a line
in m iy diagram whatever of constant scale, as its area must become
u in ;uch a diagram. This must be regarded as a defect in these
II itplains, as essentially different states are represented by the same
l»«.nit. In consequence, any circuit within the triangle VLS will be
r* pn Monted in any diagram of constant scale by two paths of opposite
•In I'd.ions superposed, the appearance being as if a body should change
iIn late and then return to its original state by inverse processes, so
nn l o repass through the same series of states. It is true that the
• in nit in question is like this combination of processes in one important
pin Iicular, v iz : that
i.e., there is no transformation of heat
min work. But this very fact, that a circuit without transformation

••I Imat into work is possible, is worthy of distinct representation.
A body may have such properties that in one part of the volumemil ropy diagram

^

d.

i.e., — is

dt]

punitive and in another negative.
Those parts of the diagram may
Ih' separated by a line, in which
^

0, or by one in which —

• li .tnges abruptly from a positive to
a negative value.* (In part, also,
IImy may be separated by an area in

which ~ = 0 . )
drj

In the representa

tion of such cases in any diagram
••I constant scale, we meet with a
•lilliculty of the following nature.
Let us suppose that on the right of the line LL (fig. 10) in a volumemi tropy diagram,

is positive, and on the left negative.

Then, if

wo draw any circuit ABCD on the right side of LL, the direction
* 'The line which represents the various states of water at its maximum density for
various constant pressures is an example of the first case. A substance which as a
li>|iiid has no proper maximum density for constant pressure, but which expands in
««*lidifying, affords an example of the second case.
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being that of the hands of a watch, the work and heat of the circuit
will be positive. But if we draw any circuit EFGH in the same
direction on the other side of the line LL, the work and heat will
be negative. For

W = H = X ~ S A = ' E ^ SA,
yv,v
dri
and the direction of the circuits makes the areas positive in both
cases. Now if we should change this diagram into any diagram of
constant scale, the areas of the circuits, as representing proportionally
the work done in each case, must necessarily have opposite signs,
i.e., the direction of the circuits must be opposite. We will suppose
that the work done is positive in the diagram of constant scale, when
the direction of the circuit is that of the hands of a watch. Then, in
T
that diagram, the circuit ABCD would have
that direction, and the circuit EFGH the con
trary direction, as in figure 11. Now if we
imagine an indefinite number of circuits on
each side of LL in the volume-entropy dia
gram, it will be evident that to transform
such a diagram into one of constant scale, so
as to change the direction of all the circuits
on one side of LL, and of none on the other
the diagram must be folded over along that
lin e; so that the points on one side of LL in
a diagram of constant scale do not represent
0
v any states of the body, while on the other
Fig. 11.
side of this line, each point, for a certain
distance at least, represents two different states of the body, which in
the volume-entropy diagram are represented by points on opposite
sides of the line LL. We have thus in a part of the field two diagrams
superposed, which must be carefully distinguished. If this be done,
as by the help of different colors, or of continuous and dotted lines,
or otherwise, and it is remembered that there is no continuity between
these superposed diagrams, except along the bounding line LL, all the
general theorems which have been developed in this article can be
readily applied to the diagram. But to the eye or to the imagination,
the figure will necessarily be much more confusing than a volumeentropy diagram.

If ^ = 0 for the line LL, there will be another inconvenience in
drj
the use of any diagram of constant scale, v iz : in the vicinity of the
line LL, ~ , i.e.,

l~ -y w
} ill have a very small value, so that areas
V

will be very greatly reduced in the diagram of constant scale, as com-
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i nit -I with the corresponding areas in the volume-entropy diagram.
I In n lore, in the former diagram, either the isometrics, or the isenIimjucm, or both, will be crowded together in the vicinity of the line
• i • that this part of the diagram will be necessarily indistinct.
11 may occur, however, in the volume-entropy diagram, that the
•mmiii point must represent two different states of the body. This
♦*<- him in the case of liquids which can be vaporized. Let MM (fig. 12)
i«• •Im line representing the states of the liquid
i ••!-<Inring upon vaporization. This line will be
M
ui to the axis of entropy, and nearly parallel
in iI If the body is in a state represented by
.* point of the line MM, and is compressed
h ithout addition or subtraction of heat, it will
n main of course liquid. Hence, the points of
a
ilm Hpace immediately on the left of MM reprtiHnnt simple liquid. On the other hand, the
••• •I
ybeing in the original state, if its volume
fltould be increased without addition or subhad ion of heat, and if the conditions necessary
fo r vaporization are present (conditions relative
lo the body enclosing the liquid in question,
Fig. 12.
• i«\), the liquid will become partially vaporized,
I»iI if these conditions are not present,it will continue liquid. Hence,
• \« ry point on the right of MM and sufficiently near to it represents
two different states of the body, in one of which it is partially
vaporized, and in the other it is entirely liquid. If we take the
I••onts as representing the mixture of vapor and liquid, they form
Mm* diagram, and if we take them as representing simple liquid, they
Inrm a totally different diagram superposed on the first. There is
evidently no continuity between these diagrams except at the line
MM; we may regard them as upon separate sheets united only along
MM. For the body cannot pass from the state of partial vaporization
In the state of liquid except at this line. The reverse process is
indeed possible; the body can pass from the state of superheated
Ihpiid to that of partial vaporization, if the conditions of vaporization
alluded to above are supplied, or if the increase of volume is carried
beyond a certain limit, but not by gradual changes or reversible
processes. After such a change, the point representing the state of
Ihe body will be found in a different position from that which it
occupied before, but the change of state cannot be properly repre
sented by any path, as during the change the body does not satisfy
that condition of uniform temperature and pressure which has been
assumed throughout this article, and which is necessary for the
graphical methods under discussion. (See note on page 1.)
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Of the two superposed diagrams, that which represents simple
liquid is a continuation of the diagram on the left of MM. The
isopiestics, isothermals and isodynamics pass from one to the other
without abrupt change of direction or curvature. But that which
represents a mixture of vapor and liquid will be different in its
character, and its isopiestics and isothermals will make angles in
general with the corresponding lines in the diagram of simple liquid.
The isodynamics of the diagram of the mixture, and those of the
diagram of simple liquid, will differ in general in curvature at the
cIg

dc

line MM, but not in direction, for -j-= — and -*- = £.

dv r

The case is essentially the same with some substances, as water,
for example, about the line which separates the simple liquid from a
mixture of liquid and solid.
In these cases the inconvenience of having one diagram superposed
upon another cannot be obviated by any change of the principle on
which the diagram is based. For no distortion can bring the three
sheets, which are united along the line MM (one on the left and two
on the right), into a single plane surface without superposition. Such
cases, therefore, are radically distinguished from those in which the
superposition is caused by an unsuitable method of representation.
To find the character of a volume-entropy diagram of a perfect gas,
we may make e constant in equation ( d ) on page 13, which will give
for the equation of an isodynamic and isothermal

rj=
and we may make
equation of an isopiestic

p constant in equation (g), which will give
r]= (a -f c) log v + Const.

It will be observed that all the isodynamics and isothermals can be
drawn by a single pattern and so also with the isopiestics.
The case will be nearly the same with vapors in a part of the
diagram. In that part of the diagram which represents a mixture of
liquid and vapor, the isothermals, which of course are identical with
the isopiestics, are straight lines. For when a body is vaporized
under constant pressure and temperature, the quantities of heat
received are proportional to the increments of volume; therefore, the
increments of entropy are proportional to the increments of volume.

de

a

de

As ^ = —p a n d ^ = tf, any isothermal is cut at the same angle by
all the isodynamics, and is divided into equal segments by equidifferent isodynamics. The latter property is useful in drawing
systems of equidifferent isodynamics.
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Arrangement of the Isometric, Isopiestic, Isothermal and
Isentropic about a Point.
The arrangement of the isometric, the isopiestic, the isothermal and
i lw i.sentropic drawn through any same point, in respect to the order
•*i which they succeed one another around that point, and in respect
i" the sides of these lines toward w’hich the volume, pressure, teml"'niture and entropy increase, is not altered by any deformation of
tin* surface on which the diagram is drawn, and is therefore indeI indent of the method by which the diagram is formed.* This
arrangement is determined by certain of the most characteristic
i In rmodynamic properties of the body in the state in question, and
i \ es in turn to indicate these properties. It is determined, namely,
I*\ the value of

as positive, negative, or zero, i.e., by the effect

nf heat as increasing or diminishing the pressure when the volume
i t maintained constant, and by the nature of the internal thermo
dynamic equilibrium of the body as stable or neutral,—an unstable
• ijuilibrium, except as a matter of speculation, is of course out of
the question.
Let us first examine the case in which
*<|iiilibrium is stable.

As

is positive and the

^ does not vanish at the point in

iiiestion, there is a definite isopiestic passing through that point,
"ii one side of which the pressures are greater, and on the other less,
than on the line itself.

As

^ = ” (c!? /)5 ^he CaSe *s

same

with the isothermal. It will be convenient to distinguish the sides
"f the isometric, isopiestic, etc., on which the volume, pressure, etc.,
increase, as the positive sides of these lines. The condition of stability
requires that, when the pressure is constant, the temperature shall
increase with the heat received,—therefore with the entropy. This
may be written [ d
t:drj]p > O.f It also requires that, when there
im no transmission of heat, the pressure should increase as the volume
that
[dp:
dv]v< 0 . Through the point in questi
* It is here assumed that, in the vicinity of the point in question, each point in the
*IDigram represents only one state of the body. The propositions developed in the fol
lowing pages cannot be applied to points of the line where two superposed diagrams
are united (see pages 25-28) without certain modifications.
f As the notation ^ is used to denote the limit of the ratio of dt to dr), it would not
l*o quite accurate todvsay that the condition of stability requires that (/ d—t \) > 0 . This

\ar)/p

condition requires th at the ratio of the differences of temperature and entropy between
the point in question and any other infinitely near to it and upon the same isopiestic
nhould be positive. I t is not necessary that the limit of this ratio should be positive.
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A (fig. 13), let there be drawn the isometric vv' and the isentropic
t]rj\ and let the positive sides of these lines be indicated as in the
figure.

The conditions

> 0 and

dv]v < 0 require that the

pressure at v and at rj shall be greater than at A, and hence, that
the isopiestic shall fall as pp' in the figure, and have its positive side
turned as indicated.

Again, the conditions

^ < 0 and [dtdrj]p > 0

require that the temperature at
r\and at p sh
and hence, that the isothermal shall fall as tt' and have its positive
side turned as indicated.

As it is not necessary that

> 0, the

lines pp' and tt' may be tangent to one another at A, provided that
they cross one another, so as to have the same order about the point
A as is represented in the figure; i.e., they may have a contact of the
second (or any even) order.*
hence \dv) <
If

But the condition that

> 0, and

does not allow pp' to be tangent to vv', nor tt' to r\r\.

be still positive, but the equilibrium be neutral, it will be
possible for the body to change its
v
p
state without change either of tem
perature or of pressure; i.e., the
t' isothermal and isopiestic will be
identical. The lines will fall as in
figure 13, except that the isothermal
+/ °
.
.
~=v and isopiestic will be superposed.
In like manner, if

< 0, it may

be proved that the lines will fall as
in figure 14 for stable equilibrium,
Fig. 13.
and in the same way for neutral
equilibrium, except that pp' and tt' will be superposed.!
*An example of this is doubtless to be found at the critical point of a fluid. See
Dr. Andrews “ On the continuity of the gaseous and liquid states of m atter.” Phil.
Trans., vol. 159, p. 575.
If the isothermal and isopiestic have a simple tangency at A, on one side of that
point they will have such directions as will express an unstable equilibrium. A line
drawn through all such points in the diagram will form a boundary to the possible part
of the diagram. I t may be that the part of the diagram of a fluid, which represents
the superheated liquid state, is bounded on one side by such a line.
+ When it is said that the arrangement of the lines in the diagram must be like that
in figure 13 or in figure 14, it is not meant to exclude the case in which the figure
(13 or 14) must be turned over, in order to correspond with the diagram. In the case,
however, of diagrams formed by any of the methods mentioned in this article, if the
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Tim case that (^—) = 0 includes a considerable number of con-

\drjJv

r* mible cases, which would require to be distinguished.
lulllrient to mention those most likely to occur.
In a field of stable equilibrium it may occur that
Iin* *>ii one side of which

It will be
= 0 along a

> 0, and on the other side

^ < 0.

Ai /uiy point in such a line the isopiestics will be tangent to the
Inniurtries and the isothermals to the isen' ••*|»icM. (See, however, note on page 29.)
In a field of neutral equilibrium repre»«>iil ing a mixture of two different states
•I Ilie substance, where the isothermals and
iuMpiestics are identical, a line may occur
v11k Ii has the threefold character of an
ini imetric, an isothermal and an isopiestic.
I

Huch a line

cL t], y

= 0.

If ( p )

\ctfj / v

has

Fig. 14.
PI nmite signs on opposite sides of this
Imm. it will be an isothermal of maximum or minimum temperature.*
The case in which the body is partly solid, partly liquid and partly
npor has already been sufficiently discussed. (See pages 23, 24.)
The arrangement of the isometric, isopiestic, etc., as given in figure
III. will indicate directly the sign of any differential co-efficient of the
f*ii in

>where u, w and 0 may be any of the quantities v,

t, rj

1mil e, if the isodynamic be added in the figure). The value of such
* iliflerential co-efficient will be indicated, when the rates of increase
-•I
v,p, etc., are indicated, as by isometrics, etc., drawn both for the
vallies of v, etc., at the point A, and for values differing from these by
n mnall quantity.

For example, the value of

)

indicated

liy the ratio of the segments intercepted upon an isentropic by a pair
•I isometrics and a pair of isopiestics, of which the differences of
volume and pressure have the same numerical value. The case in
whichWr o
Hppears
a
in the numerator or denominator instead of a

•Un ctions of the axes be such as we have assumed, the agreement with figure 13 will
1.0 without
,in
verso and the agreement with fig. 14 will also be without inversion for
grams, but
withinversion for volume-pressure or entropy-temperature
•Img rams, or those in which x = \o g v and
y=logor x=r) and y = log£.
" As some liquids expand and others contract in solidifying, it is possible that there
urn some which will solidify either with expansion, or without change of volume, or
uth contraction, according to the pressure. If any such there are, they afford examples
••I the case mentioned above.
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function of the state of the body, can be reduced to the preceding by
the substitution of p dv for dW, or that of tdrj for dH.
In the foregoing discussion, the equations which express the funda
mental principles of thermodynamics in an analytical form have been
assumed, and the aim has only been to show how the same relations
may be expressed geometrically. It would, however, be easy, starting
from the first and second laws of thermodynamics as usually enun
ciated, to arrive at the same results without the aid of analytical
formulae,—to arrive, for example, at the conception of energy, of
entropy, of absolute temperature, in the construction of the diagram
without the analytical definitions of these quantities, and to obtain the
various properties of the diagram without the analytical expression
of the thermodynamic properties which they involve. Such a course
would have been better fitted to show the independence and sufficiency
of a graphical method, but perhaps less suitable for an examination
of the comparative advantages or disadvantages of different graphical
methods.
The possibility of treating the thermodynamics of fluids by such
graphical methods as have been described evidently arises from the
fact that the state of the body considered, like the position of a point
in a plane, is capable of two and only two independent variations.
It is, perhaps, worthy of notice, that when the diagram is only used
to demonstrate or illustrate general theorems, it is not necessary,
although it may be convenient, to assume any particular method of
forming the diagram; it is enough to suppose the different states of
the body to be represented continuously by points upon a sheet.

II.

\ m e th o d o f g e o m e t r ic a l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n o f t h e
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF SUBSTANCES BY
MEANS OF SURFACES.
| Transactions of the Connecticut

,A
y II. pp. 382-404, Dec. 18
cadem

-------leading thermodynamic properties of a fluid are determined
the relations which exist between the volume, pressure, tempera! »i m \ energy, and entropy of a given mass of the fluid in a state of
11., rmodynamic equilibrium. The same is true of a solid in regard
< Ihose properties which it exhibits in processes in which the
I ■<n.Miire is the same in every direction about any point of the solid,
i ni all the relations existing between these five quantities for any
MiliHtiince (three independent relations) may be deduced from the
!■mi;dr relation existing for that substance between the volume, energy,
•Mid entropy. This may be done by means of the general equation,
Ti n;

de = tdri—p d v ,

( i) *

p-

ji

1 —T

(2)
(3)

where
v, p, t, e, and rj denote severally the volume, pressure, absolute
I. mperature, energy, and entropy of the body considered. The sub
orn pt letter after the differential coefficient indicates the quantity
wInch is supposed constant in the differentiation.

Representation of Volume, Entropy, Energy, Pressure, and
Temperature.
________ ___
Now the relation between the volume, entropy, and energy may
hr represented by a surface, most simply if the rectangular co
ordinates of the various points of the surface are made equal to the
volume, entropy, and energy of the body in its various states. It
iliny be interesting to examine the properties of such a surface, which
• For the demonstration of this equation, and in regard to the units used in the
Hi< inurement of the quantities, the reader is referred to page 2.

